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Making predictions at the 
beginning of 2020 meant 
starting with certainty and taking 
a wild detour after COVID-19 
changed the world. Assuming the 
distribution of the vaccine goes to 
plan and normalcy returns by the 
end of 2021, we could see the 
inverse.

Regardless of the start and end 
points on a global scale, the 
bloodstock market rolls on as 
ever. With a new year ahead of 
us, bloodstock editor Joe Nevills 
has five predictions for how the 
marketplace will play out in 2021.

1) Into Mischief Will Repeat As  
     Leading General Sire
Into Mischief had a season for the ages in 2020, setting the 
single-season record for progeny earnings, spearheaded by 
probable Horse of the Year Authentic, and Breeders’ Cup 
Filly and Mare Sprint winner Gamine. 

The Spendthrift Farm resident has been set up for a long 
reign at the top, thanks to the two things that put any 
stallion in a position to succeed: quantity and quality in his 
books of mares. Arguably no other stallion in North America 
has a stronger pipeline of future runners to keep him at the 
top of the sire list for the foreseeable future.

Into Mischief is annually at or near the top of the list when 
The Jockey Club’s Report of Mares Bred reveals the 
most active stallions of a given breeding season, and that 
was true in 2018, when the 2-year-olds of 2021 were 
conceived. He has 199 registered live foals among his 
2-year-old crop of 2021, which is 41 more than next-closest 
Klimt. Adding that group to the list of later developers who 
will certainly mature into stars during their 3-year-old and 
4-year-old seasons, that’s a strong platoon of runners that 
figures to get stronger.

Furthermore, Into Mischief covered the strongest book of 
mares of his career in 2018. That fact was true for several 
years before that season, and it’s certainly true for every 
season that’s followed. Now that he’s reached the top of the 
mountain, that doesn’t figure on changing anytime soon.

2) The Foal Crop Will Continue To Decline, But Not By Much
I could go into all sorts of tiny details as to why the foal crop 
will continue to reach depths not seen in decades, but the 

simple reasoning here is, “Why 
wouldn’t it?”

The commercial market is 
trending slightly downward; 
COVID-19 and its biological, 
social, and economic 
ramifications will still be a 
hindrance for most folks during 
the bulk of the breeding season; 
and purses are going to be a 
mixed bag in 2021 until live 
handle starts hitting the accounts 
in full force and supporting 
casinos are back at full capacity. 
In short, there just isn’t a 
compelling reason to assume the 
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Stallion Spotlight

There are few stallions whose 
stock is hotter right now than 
that of Quality Road, and as 
his first wave of sons enters 
the breeding shed, Lane’s End 
resident City of Light stands on 
the front line among those best-
positioned to succeed.

The four-time Grade 1 winner will 
send his first yearlings through 
the ring at the Keeneland 
January Horses of All Ages Sale, 
following up on a fall auction 
season in 2020 when he finished 
fifth among North American 
sires by average North American 
weanling sale price, and second 
only to Justify among first-crop 
sires. He was also second to Justify by weanling gross 
among all sires, not just newcomers.

City of Light saw 23 weanlings go through the ring in 
2020 for revenues of $2,592,000 and an average of 
$216,000. Leading the way among that group was a colt 
out of the winning Into Mischief mare Breaking Beauty 
who sold to OXO Equine for $600,000 at the Fasig-Tipton 
November Sale.

Bloodstock agent Mike Ryan, speaking at the Lane’s End 
Press Pass event earlier this month, said he has a share 
in City of Light as a breeder, and he was happy with the 
two homebreds he had by the 7-year-old stallion.

“It wasn’t a surprise to me that his foals looked so good 
because I have found through the years that these 
magnificent-looking stallions like Alydar, Secretariat, 
Deputy Minister, they have the gene strength to reproduce 
themselves,” Ryan said. “When they’re really good 
physicals, it seems to be pretty common that they all 
transmit that to their offspring and this was no exception 
in this horse. His foals were very well-grown. They have 
size, substance, quality, strength, and they had an aura of 
class and presence about them.”

In addition to his physical, City of Light earned the respect 
of breeders through his race record, picking up Grade 
1 wins in each of his campaigns from ages three to five. 
He took home the G1 Malibu Stakes as a 3-year-old, then 
won the G2 Oaklawn Handicap and G1 Triple Bend Stakes 
before capping off his 4-year-old season with a triumph in 
the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile at Churchill Downs.

City of Light went out on a high note in his lone start at 
age five, taking the Pegasus World Cup Invitational Stakes, 

ending his career with six wins 
in 11 starts for earnings of 
$5,662,600.

Bred in Kentucky by Ann Marie 
Farm, City of Light is out of the 
unraced Dehere mare Paris 
Notion, whose runners also 
include stakes-placed Pointsman 
and Exotic Notion. Champion 
turf mare Fiji is in his extended 
family, along with Irish filly classic 
winner and Grade 1 winners 
Java’s War, Careless Jewel, 
Subordination, Cacoethes, and 
Fabulously Fast.

City of Light has nine yearlings 
entered in the Keeneland 

January sale, and he is the covering sire on four mares 
set to go through the ring this week.
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Equine insurance experts 
answer your questions about 
insuring Thoroughbreds for 
the breeding and auction 
realms. 

Email us at info@paulickreport.
com if you have a question for 
an insurer.

QUESTION: How do the 
process, options, and 
rates differ for insuring 
a broodmare prospect 
compared with a veteran 
broodmare?

BRYCE BURTON: The process of having a broodmare 
prospect insured is the same as insuring a veteran 
broodmare. In order to bind coverage, obtaining a 
quote from your agent is the first step. Once the quote 
is accepted by the insured, the agent will instruct the 
company to issue the policy on the owner’s behalf. 
Unless the mare is purchased at auction, a veterinary 
certificate or statement of health form will also need to 
be completed on the mare in order to bind coverage.

The coverage options for both a broodmare prospect 
and veteran broodmare are Full Mortality, Prospective 
Foal, and Barrenness coverage. Full Mortality coverage, 
also known as all-risk coverage, will cover the mare for 
death due to any cause. Once the mare is confirmed 42 
days in foal, the owner will also have the option to place 
Prospective Foal Insurance, covering the mare’s unborn 
foal until a specified amount of time after birth. Lastly, the 
owner has the option of placing Barrenness coverage 
on the mare, which insures that the mare will get in 
foal given that she is covered by the stallion a minimum 
of two times during two separate oestral periods. 
Barrenness coverage is more likely to be placed on a 
broodmare prospect or young broodmare in conjunction 
with a No Guarantee season purchase.

The rates can differ when insuring a broodmare 
prospect as opposed to a veteran broodmare. The Full 
Mortality rate for a broodmare prospect will be the same 
until the mare is roughly 13-15 years old, depending 
on the carrier. At that time, the mare is considered 
overage and the Full Mortality rate quoted by the 
carrier will be higher. When placing Prospective Foal 
and Barrenness Prospective Foal insurance coverages, 
there are a handful of variables that will directly affect 
the rate provided by the company. Generally, insuring a 
prospect or young broodmare for Prospective Foal and/

ASK YOUR INSURER
Does It Cost More To Insure A Broodmare 

Prospect Over A Veteran Mare?
By Bryce Burton
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or Barrenness will result in a more favorable rate than 
a veteran, which is more likely to have a blemish on her 
produce record.

Bryce Burton is a property and liability specialist for 
Muirfield Insurance. He is from Frankfort, Ky., where 
he grew up an avid race fan. His Thoroughbred racing 
fandom combined with a collegiate internship in 
the insurance industry, culminated in a start in the 
equine insurance field. Bryce has been with Muirfield 
Insurance since 2014, following his graduation from 
Transylvania University in Lexington.PRS
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number of mares added to production will surpass those 
taken out.

That doesn’t mean the bottom’s about to fall out, though. 
Last year’s November sales displayed a “hold” market, 
both in terms of the horses that weren’t cataloged and the 
ones that were bought back. This suggests that breeders 
are willing to ride out the current uncertainty with the 
hand they’ve got, instead of getting out altogether. 

There’s not a compelling reason to think the number of 
mares bred will go up, but there’s also not a compelling 
reason to think they’ll tank, either. We haven’t found the 
bottom yet, but I think we’re close.

3) Practical Joke Will Be The Leading Freshman Sire 
     Of 2021
There are typically two roads to the top when it comes 
to the freshman sire race. One can flood the market with 
foals and succeed by attrition by getting a lot of runners 
into the winner’s circle, particularly in minor stakes races 
(Overanalyze). Others are spearheaded by a star runner 
or two who vault them to the top with big performances 
in big spots like the Breeders’ Cup (Cross Traffic, Dialed 
In, Nyquist). Sometimes, a true star will hit both targets 
(Uncle Mo, American Pharoah).

Practical Joke hits that sweet spot in between, where 
he has a ton of foals ready to go in his debut crop, and 
he was well-supported by home farm Ashford Stud and 
outside breeders. He has 147 juveniles of 2021, which is 
the fifth-most of any North American sire. He’ll have plenty 
of bullets to fire.

Practical Joke also has the pedigree to back it up. His 
sire, Into Mischief, is one of the most proven sources of 
juvenile success going today. Practical Joke was himself 
an example of that success, taking home a pair of Grade 
1 wins as a 2-year-old, and a third in the Breeders’ Cup 
Juvenile.

Continued from Page 1

Physically, Practical Joke is a ball of muscle, which should 
translate to an early developer who can get the job done 
around one turn. There’s no reason to expect the Practical 
Jokes won’t come out firing. If a few can get it done on the 
graded stakes level, he could run away with it.

4) The COVID-19 Vaccine Won’t Change Much
There are a lot of industries where the COVID-19 vaccine 
figures to be a magic bullet to return things back to 
normal. Regardless of when that normalcy returns, and the 
general public can freely return to the races and sales, I 
don’t expect the bloodstock market to experience quite the 
same sudden resurgence.

This is a market that was already starting to show fissures 
from the record-setting highs of a few years ago, and like 
many industries, the complications of COVID-19 sped up 
the downturn. Even if returns are up in 2021, there is a 
fair bit of ground to make up to bring things back to where 
they were, and that was going to be a challenge whether 
the world came to a grinding halt in 2020 or not.

Working in the market’s favor is the fact that the sale 
calendar should largely be back to normal in 2021, after 
the initial uncertainty of last spring decimated the 2-year-
old sale calendar and the first half of the yearling season. 
Assuming the schedule holds, the security of knowing 
when horses are going to be bought and sold should help 
both sides prepare appropriately. 

We’ll learn a lot from the early 2-year-old sales, which 
will not only will show us how buyers are feeling about 
spending money on racehorses, it will set the bankroll for 
a large chunk of the buyers during the ensuing yearling 
season. The yearling market felt the effects of the 
scrambled 2-year-old calendar and shaky economy in the 
spring of 2020, and this spring will either speed up that 
inertia or reverse it.

Perhaps most importantly, the reason the vaccine 
won’t change much about the bloodstock market is that 
the bloodstock market went on without one in 2020, 
especially in the latter half of the year. There are some 
complications that figure on being eased once more 
people are able to travel freely, especially in terms of 
international buyers, but the climb back will not be as 
high as a business that’s had to operate without one of 
its major sources of income, like a restaurant without a 
dining room.

More or less, life went on for horse trade in 2020. 
Because of that, there’s not as much ground to make up 
when life starts to go on again for everyone else.

5) Get Stormy Makes The Leap
After covering 111 or more mares in his first two 
seasons at stud, things got quiet in the breeding shed for 
Crestwood Farm’s Get Stormy. 

Continued on Page 6
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At first, it was the usual lull that befalls many stallions in their 
third and fourth books. Then, his first couple seasons with 
runners on the track were solid, but lacked the superstars 
the market demands to line up the trailers on Spurr Road. 

In 2018, Get Stormy’s runners found their mojo. Got 
Stormy launched her superstar career with three stakes 
victories, including a Grade 3 score. The stallion also rung 
up Grade 3 wins that year with Storm the Hill and Go Noni 
Go, and he had a handful of others bring in graded stakes 
placings. He finished the 2018 season in the top five among 
third-crop sires by stakes winners and tied for second in 
that group by graded stakes winners.

Breeders took notice, and nearly doubled Get Stormy’s book 
from 47 mares in 2018 to 86 mares in 2019. Between 
then and now, Got Stormy has become a true star of the 
turf, Fifty Five has become a millionaire, and Clyde’s Image 
has multiple Grade 1 placings. Get Stormy was a top-10 
sire by graded stakes winners on turf, and by total turf 
stakes winners in 2020, both with fewer starters than any 
active stallion ahead of him.

Get Stormy is still looking for his first serious juvenile 
runner, but he has the opportunity to send more 2-year-olds 
to post in 2021 than he’s seen since his second crop hit 

Continued from Page 5
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the track in 2017. The stallion’s foals conceived in 2019 had 
a roadmap to what makes a graded stakes-winning horse, 
suggesting the quality and intent of the mares sent his way 
were clearer than before. This should, in turn, give him the 
best chance of his life of getting over the hump with a good 
2-year-old.

Looking at the breeding season, Get Stormy’s stock as 
a sire of runners has been on the rise, and his average 
yearling sale price has been climbing steadily year-over-year. 
It wouldn’t be unreasonable to expect Get Stormy to eclipse 
100 mares in 2021, especially at a completely reasonable 
stud fee of $7,500.

Get Stormy is on his way to becoming a made man in 
Kentucky. This year could be the one that fully establishes it.
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First-Crop Sire Watch
First Yearlings Of Keeneland January

By Joe Nevills

Stallions whose first crops of yearlings are represented in 
the Keeneland January Horses of All Ages Sale, including 
the number of horses cataloged and the farm where the 
stallion is currently advertised.

Accelerate – (12) Lane’s End, Ky.

Always Dreaming – (20) WinStar Farm, Ky.

Army Mule – (8) Hill ‘n’ Dale Farms, Ky.

Bee Jersey – (1) Darby Dan Farm, Ky.

Bolt d’Oro – (9) Spendthrift Farm, Ky.

City of Light – (9) Lane’s End, Ky.

Cloud Computing – (11) Spendthrift Farm, Ky.

Collected – (9) Airdrie Stud, Ky.

Destin – (2) Sequel New York, N.Y.

Frank Conversation – (2) Rockridge Stud, N.Y.

Free Drop Billy – (3) Spendthrift Farm, Ky.

Funtastic – (2) Three Chimneys Farm, Ky.

Girvin – (3) Ocala Stud, Fla.

Good Magic – (14) Hill ‘n’ Dale Farms, Ky.

Good Samaritan – (10) WinStar Farm, Ky.

Gormley – (8) Spendthrift Farm, Ky.

Justify – (2) Ashford Stud, Ky.

McCraken – (2) Airdrie Stud, Ky.

Mendelssohn – (14) Ashford Stud, Ky.

Mo Town – (9) Ashford Stud, Ky.

Mor Spirit – (9) Spendthrift Farm, Ky.

Oscar Performance – (6) Mill Ridge Farm, Ky.

Ransom the Moon – (4) Calumet Farm, Ky.

Sharp Azteca – (6) Three Chimneys Farm, Ky.

Tapwrit – (7) Gainesway, Ky.

The Lieutenant – (2) Deceased

West Coast – (11) Lane’s End, Ky.
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